We present a modular approach to automatic complexity analysis of integer programs. Based on a novel alternation between finding symbolic time bounds for program parts and using these to infer bounds on the absolute values of program variables, we can restrict each analysis step to a small part of the program while maintaining a high level of precision. The bounds computed by our method are polynomial or exponential expressions that depend on the absolute values of input parameters.
INTRODUCTION
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Our approach to find such bounds builds on the well-known observation that polynomial ranking functions (PRFs) for termination proofs also provide a runtime complexity bound [Alias et al. 2010; Albert et al. 2011a Albert et al. , 2012 Avanzini and Moser 2013; Noschinski et al. 2013] . However, this only holds for proofs using a single PRF. Larger programs are usually handled by a disjunctive [Lee et al. 2001; Cook et al. 2006; Tsitovich et al. 2011; or lexicographic [Bradley et al. 2005; Giesl et al. 2006; Fuhs et al. 2009; Alias et al. 2010; Harris et al. 2010; Falke et al. 2011; Brockschmidt et al. 2013; Larraz et al. 2013 ] combination of polynomial functions (we also refer to these components as PRFs). Deriving a complexity bound in such cases is much harder. Example 1.1. Both programs in Figure 1 can be proven terminating using the lexicographic ranking function i, x . However, the program without the instruction "x := x+i" has linear runtime, whereas the program on the right has quadratic runtime. The crucial difference between the two programs is in the size of x after the first loop.
To handle such effects, we introduce a novel modular approach that alternates between finding runtime bounds and finding size bounds. In contrast to standard invariants, our size bounds express a relation to the size of the variables at the program start, where we measure the size of integers m ∈ Z by their absolute values |m| ∈ N. Our method derives runtime bounds for isolated parts of the program and uses these to deduce (often nonlinear) size bounds for program variables at certain locations. Further runtime bounds can then be inferred using size bounds for variables that were modified in preceding parts of the program. By splitting the analysis in this way, we only need to consider small program parts in each step, and the process is repeated until all loops and variables have been handled.
As an example, for the second program in Figure 1 , our method proves that the first loop is executed linearly often using the ranking function i. Then, it deduces that i is bounded by the size |i 0 | of its initial value i 0 in all iterations of this loop. Combining these bounds, it infers that x is incremented by a value bounded by |i 0 | at most |i 0 | times in the first loop-that is, x is bounded by the sum of its initial size |x 0 | and |i 0 | 2 . Finally, our method detects that the second loop is executed x times, and combines this with our bound |x 0 |+|i 0 | 2 on x's value when entering the second loop. In this way, we can infer the bound |i 0 | + |x 0 | + |i 0 | 2 for the program's runtime. 1 This novel combination of runtime and size bounds allows us to handle loops whose runtime depends on variables like x that were modified in earlier loops (where the values of these variables can also be modified in a nonlinear way). Thus, our approach succeeds on many programs that are beyond the reach of previous techniques based on the use of ranking functions.
Section 2 introduces the basic notions for our approach. Section 3 and Section 4 present our techniques to compute runtime and size bounds, respectively. In Section 5, we extend our approach to handle possibly recursive procedure calls. In Section 6, we show how a generalization to arbitrary cost measures can be used to obtain a modular analysis of procedures. Such cost measures can also express resource usage such as network requests. In Section 7, we compare our technique to related work and show its effectiveness in an extensive experimental evaluation. We conclude in Section 8, discussing limitations, possible further extensions, and applications of our method. All proofs are given in Appendix A.
A preliminary version of parts of this work was published in . It is extended substantially in the present article:
-We present new techniques to automatically synthesize bounds for programs with an exponential growth of data sizes in Section 4. -We extend our approach to programs with recursion in Section 5 and show how to also infer exponential runtime bounds for such programs. -We generalize our technique to analyze complexity with respect to arbitrary cost measures in Section 6.1. -We extend the modularity of our analysis such that program parts (e.g., library procedures) can be handled completely independently in Section 6.2. -We integrated these new contributions in our prototype implementation KoAT and present an extensive evaluation, comparing it to recently developed competing tools in Section 7.3. KoAT is now also available as free software, allowing to easily experiment with extensions to our framework. -We give detailed proofs for all theorems in Appendix A.
PRELIMINARIES
We regard sequential imperative integer programs with (potentially noninear) arithmetic and unbounded nondeterminism.
Example 2.1. In Figure 2 , a list processing program is shown on the left. For an input list x, the loop at location 1 creates a list y by reversing the elements of x. The loop at location 2 iterates over the list y and increases each element by the sum of its successors. Thus, if y was [5, 1, 3] , it will be [5 + 1 + 3, 1 + 3, 3] after the second loop.
In the middle of Figure 2 , an integer abstraction of our list program is shown. Here, list variables are replaced by integers that correspond to the length of the replaced list. Such integer abstractions can be obtained automatically using tools such as COSTA [Albert et al. 2008] , Julia [Spoto et al. 2010] , Thor [Magill et al. 2010 ], or AProVE ].
We fix a (finite) set of program variables V = {v 1 , . . . , v n } and represent integer programs as directed graphs. Nodes are program locations L, and edges are program transitions T . The set L contains a canonical start location 0 . Without loss of generality, we assume that no transition leads back to 0 . All transitions originating in 0 are called initial transitions. The transitions are labeled by formulas over the variables V and primed postvariables V = {v 1 , . . . , v n }, which represent the values of the variables after the transition. In the graph on the right of Figure 2 , we represented these formulas by sequences of instructions. For instance, t 3 is labeled by the formula z > 0 ∧ u = z − 1 ∧ x = x ∧ y = y ∧ z = z. In our example, we used standard invariant-generation techniques (based on the octagon domain [Miné 2006 ]) to propagate simple integer invariants, adding the condition z > 0 to the transitions t 4 and t 5 .
Definition 2.2 (Programs).
A transition is a tuple ( , τ, ) where , ∈ L are locations and τ is a quantifier-free formula relating the (pre-)variables V and the postvariables V . A program is a set of transitions T . A configuration ( , v) consists of a location ∈ L and a valuation v : V → Z. We write ( , v) → t ( , v ) for an evaluation step with a transition t = ( , τ, ) if and only if the valuations v, v satisfy the formula τ of t. As usual, we say that v, v satisfy a quantifier-free formula τ over the variables V ∪ V if and only if τ becomes true when every v ∈ V is instantiated by the number v(v) and every v ∈ V is instantiated by v (v). We drop the index t in "→ t " when that information is not important and write ( , v 
For the program of Example 2.1, we have ( 1 , v 1 ) → t 2 ( 2 , v 2 ) for any valuations v 1 and v 2 where v 1 (x) = v 2 (x) ≤ 0, v 1 (y) = v 2 (y) = v 2 (z), and v 1 (u) = v 2 (u). Note that in our representation, every location can potentially be a "final" one (if none of its outgoing transitions is applicable for the current valuation).
Let T always denote the analyzed program. Our goal is to find bounds on the runtime and the sizes of program variables, where these bounds are expressed as functions in the sizes of the input variables v 1 , . . . , v n . For our example, our approach will detect that its runtime is bounded by 3 + 4 · |x| + |x| 2 (i.e., it is quadratic in |x|). 
Here, rc(m) = ω means nontermination or arbitrarily long runtime. Programs with arbitrarily long runtime can result from nondeterministic value assignment (e.g., i := nondet(); while i > 0 do i :
To analyze complexity in a modular way, we construct a runtime approximation R such that for any t ∈ T , R(t) overapproximates the number of times that t can be used in an evaluation. As we generate new bounds by composing previously found bounds, we only use weakly monotonic functions R(t), where m i ≥ m i implies (R(t))(m 1 , . . . , m i , . . . , m n ) ≥ (R(t))(m 1 , . . . , m i , . . . , m n )). We define the set of upper bounds UB as the weakly monotonic functions from N n → N and ω. Here, "ω" denotes the constant function that maps all arguments m ∈ N n to ω. We have ω > n for all n ∈ N. In our implementation, we use a subset UB UB that is particularly suitable for the automated synthesis of bounds. We also allow an application of functions from UB to integers instead of naturals by taking their absolute value. More precisely, UB is the smallest set for which the following holds:
Thus, UB is closed under addition, multiplication, maximum, minimum, and exponentiation (using natural numbers as bases). These closure properties will be used when combining bound approximations in the remainder of the article. We now formally define our notion of runtime approximations. Here, we use → * • → t to denote the relation describing arbitrary many evaluation steps followed by a step with transition t.
Definition 2.4 (Runtime Approximation). A function R : T → UB is a runtime approximation if and only if (R(t))(m)
} holds for all transitions t ∈ T and all m ∈ N n . We then say that R(t) is a runtime bound for the transition t. The initial runtime approximation R 0 is defined as R 0 (t) = 1 for all initial transitions t and R 0 (t) = ω otherwise. Here, "1" denotes the constant function that maps all arguments m ∈ N n to 1.
We can combine the approximations for individual transitions represented by R(t) to obtain a bound for the runtime complexity rc of the whole program T . Here for f, g ∈ UB, the comparison, addition, multiplication, maximum, and the minimum are defined point-wise. Thus, f ≥ g holds if and only if f (m) ≥ g(m) for all m ∈ N n and f + g is the function with ( f + g)(m) = f (m) + g(m), where ω + n = ω for all n ∈ N ∪ {ω}.
Remark 2.5 (Approximating rc). Let R be a runtime approximation for T . Then,
The overall bound t∈T R(t) = 3 + 4 · |x| + |x| 2 for the program in Example 2.1 was obtained in this way.
For size complexity, we analyze how large the value of a program variable can become. Analogous to R, we use a size approximation S, where S(t, v ) is a bound on the size of the variable v after a certain transition t was used in an evaluation. For any transition t ∈ T and v ∈ V, we call |t, v | a result variable. Later, we will build a result variable graph (RVG), whose nodes are result variables and whose edges represent the flow of data in our program.
Definition 2.6 (Result Variables and Size Approximation). Let RV = {|t, v | | t ∈ T , v ∈ V} be the set of result variables. A function S : RV → UB is a size approximation if and only if (S(t, v ) 
} holds for all |t, v | ∈ RV and all m ∈ N n . We then say that S(t, v ) is a size bound for the result variable |t, v |. The initial size approximation S 0 is defined as S 0 (t, v ) = ω for all |t, v | ∈ RV. A pair (R, S) is a complexity approximation if R is a runtime approximation and S is a size approximation.
Our method performs an iterative refinement of runtime and size approximations. The general overall procedure is displayed in Figure 3 .
2 It starts with the initial approximations R 0 , S 0 and then loops until time bounds for all transitions and size bounds for all result variables have been found. In each iteration, it first calls the subprocedure TimeBounds (cf. Section 3) to improve the runtime bounds for those transitions T for which we have no bound yet. Then, the procedure SizeBounds (cf. Section 4) is used to obtain new size bounds, using the time bounds computed so far. It processes strongly connected components (SCCs) of the RVG, corresponding to sets of variables that influence each other. 3 In the next iteration of the main outer loop, TimeBounds can then use the newly obtained size bounds. In this way, the procedures for inferring runtime and size complexity alternate, allowing them to make use of each other's results. The procedure is aborted when in one iteration of the outer loop no new bounds can be found.
COMPUTING RUNTIME BOUNDS
To find runtime bounds automatically, we use PRFs. Such ranking functions are widely used in termination analysis, and many techniques are available to generate PRFs automatically [Podelski and Rybalchenko 2004; Bradley et al. 2005; Fuhs et al. 2007 Fuhs et al. , 2009 Alias et al. 2010; Falke et al. 2011; Bagnara et al. 2012; Ben-Amram and Genaim 2013; Leike and Heizmann 2014] . Although most of these techniques only generate linear PRFs, the theorems of this section hold for general PRFs as well. In our analysis framework, we repeatedly search for PRFs for different parts of the program, and the resulting combined complexity proof is analogous to the use of lexicographic combinations of ranking functions in termination analysis.
In Section 3.1, we recapitulate the basic approach to use PRFs for the generation of time bounds. In Section 3.2, we improve it to a novel modular approach that infers time bounds by combining PRFs with information about variable sizes and runtime bounds found earlier. . . . , v n ] assigns an integer polynomial Pol( ) over the program variables to each location . Then, configurations ( , v) are measured as the value of the polynomial Pol( ) for the numbers v(v 1 ), . . . , v(v n ). To obtain time bounds, we search for PRFs where no transition increases the measure of configurations and at least one transition decreases it. To rule out that this decrease continues forever, we also require that the measure has a lower bound. As mentioned prior to Definition 2.2, here the formula τ of a transition ( , τ, ) 
Runtime Bounds from PRFs
The constraints on a PRF Pol are the same as the constraints of Bradley et al. [2005] needed for finding ranking functions for termination proofs. Hence, this allows the reuse of existing PRF synthesis techniques and tools. They imply that the transitions in T can only be used a limited number of times, as each application of a transition from T decreases the measure and no transition increases it. Hence, if the program is called with input m 1 , . . . , m n , no transition t ∈ T can be used more often than (Pol( 0 ))(m 1 , . . . , m n ) times. Consequently, Pol( 0 ) is a runtime bound for the transitions in T . Note that no such bound is obtained for the remaining transitions in T .
Example 3.2. To find bounds for the program in Example 2.1, we use Pol 1 with Pol 1 ( ) = x for all ∈ L-that is, we measure configurations by the value of x. No transition increases this measure, and t 1 decreases it. The condition x > 0 ensures that the measure is positive whenever t 1 is used (i.e., T = {t 1 }). Hence, Pol 1 ( 0 ) (i.e., the value x at the beginning of the program) is a bound on the number of times that t 1 can be used.
Such PRFs lead to a basic technique for inferring time bounds. As mentioned in Section 2, to obtain a modular approach, we only allow weakly monotonic functions as complexity bounds. For any polynomial p ∈ Z[v 1 , . . . , v n ], let [ p] result from p by replacing all coefficients and variables with their absolute value (e.g., for Pol 1 ( 0 ) = x, we have [Pol 1 ( 0 )] = |x|, and if
. . , m n ) holds for all m 1 , . . . , m n ∈ Z, this is a sound approximation, and [ p] is weakly monotonic. In our example, the initial runtime approximation R 0 can now be refined to R 1 , with R 1 (t 1 ) = [Pol 1 ( 0 )] = |x| and R 1 (t) = R 0 (t) for all other transitions t. Thus, this provides a first basic method for the improvement of runtime approximations. THEOREM 3.3 (COMPLEXITIES FROM PRFS). Let R be a runtime approximation and Pol be a PRF for T . Let R (t) = [Pol( 0 )] for all t ∈ T and R (t) = R(t) for all other t ∈ T . Then, R is also a runtime approximation.
To ensure that R (t) is at most as large as the previous bound R(t) in Theorem 3.3, one could also define R (t) = min{[Pol( 0 )], R(t)}. A similar improvement is possible for all other techniques in the article that refine the approximations R or S.
Modular Runtime Bounds from PRFs and Size Bounds
Using Theorem 3.3 repeatedly to infer complexity bounds for all transitions in a program only succeeds for simple algorithms. In particular, it often fails for programs with nonlinear runtime. Although corresponding SAT-and SMT encodings exist [Fuhs et al. 2007] , generating a suitable PRF Pol of a nonlinear degree is a complex synthesis problem (and undecidable in general) . This is aggravated by the need to consider all of T at once, which is required to check that no transition of T increases Pol's measure. Therefore, we now present a new modular technique that only considers isolated program parts T ⊆ T in each PRF synthesis step. The bounds obtained from these "local" PRFs are then lifted to a bound expressed in the input values. To this end, we combine them with bounds on the size of the variables when entering the program part T and with a bound on the number of times that T can be reached in evaluations of the full program T . This allows us to use existing efficient procedures for the automated generation of (often linear) PRFs for the analysis of programs with possibly nonlinear runtime.
Example 3.4. We continue Example 3.2 and consider the subset T 1 = {t 1 , . . . , t 5 } ⊆ T . Using the constant PRF Pol 2 with Pol 2 ( 1 ) = 1 and Pol 2 ( 2 ) = Pol 2 ( 3 ) = 0, we see that t 1 , t 3 , t 4 , t 5 do not increase the measure of configurations and that t 2 decreases it. Hence, in executions that are restricted to T 1 and that start in 1 , t 2 is used at most [Pol 2 ( 1 )] = 1 times. To obtain a global result, we consider how often T 1 is reached in a full program run. As T 1 is only reached by the transition t 0 , we multiply its runtime approximation R 1 (t 0 ) = 1 with the local bound [Pol 2 ( 1 )] = 1 obtained for the subprogram T 1 . Thus, we refine R 1 to R 2 (t 2 ) = R 1 (t 0 ) · [Pol 2 ( 1 )] = 1 · 1 = 1 and set R 2 (t) = R 1 (t) for all other t.
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In general, to estimate how often a subprogram T is reached in an evaluation, we consider the transitionst ∈ T \ T that lead to the "entry location" of a transition from T . We multiply the runtime bound of such transitionst (expressed in terms of the input variables) with the bound [Pol( )] for runs starting in . This combination is an overapproximation of the overall runtime, as the runtime of individual runs may differ greatly. We present an improved treatment of this problem in Section 6.2. More generally, capturing such effects is treated in amortized complexity analysis (e.g., see Hoffmann et al. [2012] ; Sinn et al. [2014] ). In our example, t 0 is the only transition leading to T 1 = {t 1 , . . . , t 5 }, and thus the runtime bound R 1 (t 0 ) = 1 is multiplied with [Pol 2 ( 1 )].
Example 3.5. We continue Example 3.4 and consider the transitions T 2 = {t 3 , t 4 , t 5 } for which we have found no bound yet. Then, Pol 3 ( 2 ) = Pol 3 ( 3 ) = z is a PRF for T 2 with (T 2 ) = {t 5 }. So restricted to the subprogram T 2 , t 5 is used at most [Pol 3 ( 2 )] = |z| times. Here, z refers to the value when entering T 2 (i.e., after transition t 2 ).
To translate this bound into an expression in the input values of the whole program T , we substitute the variable z by its maximal size after using the transition t 2 (i.e., by the size bound S(t 2 , z )). As the runtime of the loop at 2 depends on the size of z, our approach alternates between computing runtime and size bounds. Our method to compute size bounds will determine that the size of z after the transition t 2 is at most |x| (cf. Section 4). Hence, we replace the variable z in [Pol 3 ( 2 )] = |z| by S(t 2 , z ) = |x|. To compute a global bound, we also have to examine how often T 2 can be executed in a full program run. As T 2 is only reached by t 2 , we obtain R 3 (t 5 ) = R 2 (t 2 ) · |x| = 1 · |x| = |x|. For all other transitions t, we again have R 3 (t) = R 2 (t).
In general, the polynomials [Pol( )] for the entry locations of T only provide a bound in terms of the variable values at location . To find bounds expressed in the variable values at the start location 0 , we use our size approximation S and replace all variables 4 The choice of T 1 = {t 1 , . . . , t 5 } does not quite match our procedure in Figure 3 , where we would only generate a PRF for those transitions T = {t ∈ T | R 1 (t) = ω} for which we have no bound yet. Thus, instead of T 1 , we would use T 1 = {t 2 , . . . , t 5 }. However, this would result in a worse upper bound, because T 1 is reached by both transitions t 0 and t 1 . Thus, we would obtain R 2 (t 2 ) = R 1 (t 0 ) · [Pol 2 ( 1 )] + R 1 (t 1 ) · [Pol 2 ( 1 )] = 1 + |x|. To obtain better bounds, our implementation uses an improved heuristic to choose T in the procedure of Figure 3 : after generating a PRF Pol for the transitions T without bounds, T is extended by all further transitions ( , τ, ) ∈ T \ T where Pol is weakly decreasing-that is, where 
In Example 3.5, we applied the polynomial [Pol 3 ( 2 )] for the location 2 of T 2 to the size bounds S(t 2 , v ) for the variables x, y, z, u (i.e., to their sizes before entering T 2 ). As [Pol 3 ( 2 )] = |z| and S(t 2 , z ) = |x|, we obtained [Pol 3 
Our technique is formalized as the procedure TimeBounds in Theorem 3.6. It takes the current complexity approximation (R, S) and a subprogram T , and computes a PRF for T . Based on this, R is refined to the approximation R . In the following theorem, for any location , let T contain all transitions (˜ ,τ ,
THEOREM 3.6 (TimeBounds). Let (R, S) be a complexity approximation, let T ⊆ T such that T contains no initial transitions, and let Pol be a PRF for
Here, one can see why we require complexity bounds to be weakly monotonic. The reason is that S(t, v ) overapproximates the size of v at some location . Hence, to ensure that [Pol( )](S(t, v 1 ), . . . , S(t, v n )) correctly overapproximates how often transitions of T can be applied in parts of evaluations that only use transitions from T , [Pol( )] must be weakly monotonic.
Example 3.7. We use Theorem 3.6 to obtain bounds for the transitions not handled in Example 3.5. For T 3 = {t 3 , t 4 }, we use Pol 4 ( 2 ) = 1, Pol 4 ( 3 ) = 0, and hence (T 3 ) = {t 3 }. The transitions t 2 and t 5 lead to T 3 , and thus we obtain R 4 (t 3 ) = R 3 (t 2 ) · 1 + R 3 (t 5 ) · 1 = 1 + |x| and R 4 (t) = R 3 (t) for all other transitions t.
For T 4 = {t 4 }, we use Pol 5 ( 3 ) = u with (T 4 ) = T 4 . The part T 4 is only entered by the transition t 3 . To get a global bound, we substitute u in [Pol 5 ( 3 )] = |u| by S(t 3 , u ) (in Section 4, we will determine S(t 3 , u ) = |x|). Thus, R 5 (t 4 ) = R 4 (t 3 )·S(t 3 , u ) = (1+|x|)·|x| = |x|+|x| 2 and R 5 (t) = R 4 (t) for all other t ∈ T . So although the runtime of T 4 on its own is linear, the loop at location 3 is reached a linear number of times-that is, its transition t 4 is used quadratically often. Therefore, the overall program runtime is bounded by t∈T R 5 (t) = 3 + 4 · |x| + |x| 2 .
COMPUTING SIZE BOUNDS
The procedure TimeBounds improves the runtime approximation R, but up to now the size approximation S was only used as an input. To infer bounds on the size of variables, we proceed in three steps. First, we find local size bounds that approximate the effect of a single transition on the sizes of variables. Then, we construct an RVG that makes the flow of data between variables explicit. Finally, we analyze each SCC of this graph independently. Here, we combine our runtime approximation R with the local size bounds to estimate how often transitions modify a variable value.
To describe how the size of a postvariable v is related to the prevariables of a transition t, we use local size bounds S l (t, v ).
5 Thus, S(t, v ) is a bound on the size of v after using t expressed in the sizes of the program inputs, and S l (t, v ) is a bound expressed in the sizes of the prevariables of t. In most cases, such local size bounds can be inferred directly from the formula of the transition (e.g., if it contains subformulas such as x = x + 1). For the remaining cases, we use SMT solving to find bounds from certain classes of templates (cf. Section 4.2).
Definition 4.1 (Local Size Approximation). We call S l : RV → UB a local size approximation if and only if (S l 
Example 4.2. For the program of Example 2.1, we have S l (t 1 , y ) = |y| + 1, as t 1 increases y by 1. Similarly, |t 1 , x | is bounded by |x|, as t 1 is only executed if x is positive, and thus decreasing x by 1 does not increase its absolute value.
To track how variables influence each other, we construct an RVG whose nodes are the result variables. The RVG has an edge from a result variable |t,ṽ | to |t, v | if the transitiont can be used immediately before t and ifṽ occurs in the local size bound S l (t, v ) . Such an edge means that the size ofṽ in the postlocation of the transitiont may influence the size of v in t's postlocation.
To state which variables may influence a function f ∈ UB, we define its active variables
To compute actV( f ) for the upper bounds f ∈ UB in our implementation, we simply take all variables occurring in f .
Let pre(t) denote the transitions that may precede t in evaluations (i.e., pre
Although pre(t) is undecidable in general, there exist several techniques to compute overapproximations (cf. Fuhs et al. [2009] and Falke et al. [2011] ). 
Example 4.4. The RVG for the program from Example 2.1 is shown in Figure 4 . Here, we display local size bounds in the RVG to the left of the result variables, separated by "≥" (e.g., "|x| ≥ |t 1 , x |" means S l (t 1 , x ) = |x|). As we have S l (t 2 , z ) = |y| for the transition t 2 , which sets z := y, we conclude that actV(S l (t 2 , z )) = {y}. The program graph implies that pre(t 2 ) = {t 0 , t 1 }, and thus the RVG contains edges from |t 0 , y | to |t 2 , z | and from |t 1 , y | to |t 2 , z |.
SCCs of the RVG represent sets of result variables that may influence each other. To lift the local approximation S l to a global one, we consider each SCC on its own. We treat the SCCs in topological order, reflecting the dataflow. In this way, when computing size bounds for an SCC, we already have the size bounds available for those result variables on which the current SCC depends. As usual, an SCC is a maximal subgraph with a path from each node to every other node. An SCC is trivial if it consists of a single node without an edge to itself. In Section 4.1, we show how to deduce global bounds for trivial SCCs, and in Section 4.2, we handle nontrivial SCCs where transitions are applied repeatedly.
Size Bounds for Trivial SCCs of the RVG
S l (t, v ) approximates the size of v after the transition t with respect to t's prevariables, but our goal is to obtain a global bound S(t, v ) that approximates v with respect to the initial values of the variables at the program start. For trivial SCCs that consist of a result variable α = |t, v | with an initial transition t, the local bound S l (α) is also the global bound S(α), as the start location 0 has no incoming transitions.
Next, we consider trivial SCCs α = |t, v | with incoming edges from other SCCs. Here, S l (α) (m) is an upper bound on the size of v after using the transition t in a configuration where the sizes of the variables are at most m. To obtain a global bound, we replace m by upper bounds on t's input variables. The edges leading to α come from result variables |t, v i |, wheret ∈ pre(t), and thus a bound for the result variable α = |t, v | is the maximum of all applications of
Example 4.5. Consider the RVG of Example 4.4 in Figure 4 , for which we want to find size bounds. For the trivial SCC {|t 0 , y |}, we have 0 ≥ |t 0 , y |, and thus we set S(t 0 , y ) = 0. Similarly, we obtain S(t 0 , x ) = |x|. Finally, consider the local size bound |y| ≥ |t 2 , z |. To express this bound in terms of the input variables, we consider the predecessors |t 0 , y | and |t 1 , y | of |t 2 , z |. Thus, S l (t 2 , z ) must be applied to S(t 0 , y ) and S(t 1 , y ). If SCCs are handled in topological order, one already knows that S(t 0 , y ) = 0 and S(t 1 , y ) = |x|. Hence, S(t 2 , z ) = max{0, |x|} = |x|. Theorem 4.6 presents the resulting procedure, SizeBounds. Based on the current approximation (R, S), it improves the global size bound for the result variable in a trivial SCC of the RVG. Nontrivial SCCs will be handled in Theorem 4.15. THEOREM 4.6 (SizeBounds FOR TRIVIAL SCCS). Let (R, S) be a complexity approximation, let S l be a local size approximation, and let {α} ⊆ RV be a trivial SCC of the RVG. We define S (α ) = S(α ) for α = α and
Then, SizeBounds(R, S, {α}) = S is also a size approximation.
Size Bounds for Nontrivial SCCs of the RVG
Finally, we show how to improve the size bounds for result variables in nontrivial SCCs of the RVG. Such an SCC C corresponds to the information flow in a loop, and hence each of its local changes can be applied several times. To approximate the overall effect of these repeated changes for a transition t of C, we combine the time bound R(t) with the local size bounds S l (t, v ). Then, to approximate the effect of the whole SCC C, we combine the bounds obtained for all transitions t of C. To simplify this approximation, we classify result variables α into three sets, . =, , and×, depending on their local size bound S l (α):
• α ∈ . = (α is an "equality") if the result variable is not larger than any of its prevariables or a constant-that is, if and only if there is a number c α ∈ N with
• α ∈ (α "adds a constant") if the result variable increases over the prevariables by a constant-that is, if and only if there is a number
• α ∈× (α is a "scaled sum") if the result variable is not larger than the sum of the prevariables and a constant multiplied by a scaling factor-that is, if and only if there are numbers s α , e α ∈ N with s α ≥ 1 and
Example 4.7. We continue Example 4.5 and obtain
A result variable with a local size bound like |x|+|y| or 2·|x| would belong to the class×.
Note that local size bounds from× can lead to an exponential global size bound. For example, if a change bounded by 2 · |x| is applied |y| times to x, the resulting value is bounded only by the exponential function 2 |y| · |x|. For each result variable α, we use a series of SMT queries to try to find a local size bound S l (α) belonging to one of our three classes shown earlier. Similar to pre(t) for a transition t, let pre(α) for a result variable α be thoseα ∈ RV with an edge fromα to α in the RVG. To deduce a bound on the size of the result variables in an SCC C, we first consider the size of values entering C. Hence, we require that the resulting size bound S(β) for β ∈ C should be at least as large as the sizes S(α) of the inputsα (i.e., of those result variablesα outside the SCC C that have an edge to some α ∈ C). Moreover, if the SCC C contains result variables α = |t, v | ∈ . =, then the transition t either does not increase the size at all or increases it to the constant c α . Hence, the bound S(β) for the result variables β in C should also be at least max{c α | α ∈ . = ∩ C}. As in Definition 2.4, a constant like "c α " denotes the constant function mapping all values from N n to c α .
Example 4.8. The only predecessor of the SCC C = {|t 3 , z |, |t 4 , z |, |t 5 , z |} in the RVG of Figure 4 is |t 2 , z | with S(t 2 , z ) = |x|. For each α ∈ C, the corresponding constant c α is 0. Thus, for all β ∈ C, we obtain S(β) = max{|x|, 0} = |x|.
To handle result variables α ∈ ( \ . =) ∩ C that add a constant d α , we consider how often this addition is performed. Thus, whereas TimeBounds from Theorem 3.6 uses the size approximation S to improve the runtime approximation R, SizeBounds uses R to improve S. For each transition t ∈ T , let C t = C ∩ {|t, v | | v ∈ V} be all result variables from C that use the transition t. Since R(t) is a bound on the number of times that t is executed, the repeated traversal of t increases the overall size by at most
Example 4.9. Consider the result variable α = |t 1 , y | in the RVG of Figure 4 . Its local size bound is S l (t 1 , y ) = |y| + 1 (i.e., each traversal of t 1 increases y by d α = 1). As before, we use the size bounds on the predecessors of the SCC {α} as a basis. The input value when entering this (nontrivial) SCC is S(t 0 , y ) = 0. Since t 1 is executed at most R(t 1 ) = |x| times, we obtain the global bound If the SCC C uses several different transitions from ( \ . =), then the effects resulting from these transitions have to be added-that is, the repeated traversal of these transitions increases the overall size by at most
Note that we use the same size bound for all result variables of an SCC, as the transitions in an SCC may influence all of its result variables. Thus, for an SCC C where all result variables are in the classes . = or , we obtain the following new size bound for all result variables of C:
Example 4.10. As an example of a program with several transitions that add constants, consider the program in Figure 5 . We are interested in determining a bound for the SCC C = {|t 1 , x |, |t 2 , x |} and assume that R(t 1 ) = R(t 2 ) = |i| has already been inferred. Using Theorem 4.6, we obtain S(t 0 , x ) = |x|. Then, we can derive
This bound is also used for the variable y that is modified in the same loop of the program. The reason is that for the trivial SCC {|t 2 , y |} of the RVG, by Theorem 4.6 we have
Finally, we discuss how to handle result variables α ∈× \ that sum and scale up several program variables. For any such α in a nontrivial SCC C of the RVG, let V α = {ṽ | |t,ṽ | ∈ pre(α) ∩ C} be the set of those program variablesṽ for which there is a result variable |t,ṽ | in C with an edge to α. For nontrivial SCCs C, we always have V α = ∅. We first consider the case where the scaling factor is s α = 1 and where |V α | = 1 holds,-that is, where no two result variables |t,v |, |t,ṽ | in α's SCC C witĥ v =ṽ have edges to α. However, there may be incoming edges from arbitrary result variables outside the SCC. Then, α may sum up several program variables, but only one of them comes from α's own SCC C in the RVG.
For each variable v, let f α v be an upper bound on the size of those result variables
The execution of α's transition t then means that the value of the variable in V α can be increased by adding f α v (for all v ∈ actV(S l (α))\V α ) plus the constant e α . Again, this can be repeated at 
most R(t) times. The overall size is bounded by adding R(t)·max{e
Example 4.11. Consider the second program of Figure 1 from Example 1.1 again. Its program graph and RVG are depicted in Figure 6 . Our method detects the runtime bounds R(t 0 ) = 1, R(t 1 ) = |i|, and R(t 2 ) = 1. To obtain size bounds, we first infer the global size bounds S(t, i ) = |i| for all t ∈ T and S(t 0 , x ) = |x|. Next we regard the result variable α = |t 1 , x | with the local bound S l (α) = |x| + |i|. Thus, we have α ∈× \ .
As α = |t 1 , x | is a predecessor of itself and its SCC contains no other result variables, we have V α = {x}. Of course, α also has predecessors of the form |t, i | outside the SCC. We have actV(S l (α)) = actV(|x| + |i|) = {i, x}, and f
When entering α's SCC, the input is bounded by the preceding transitions (i.e., by
. By traversing α's transition t 1 repeatedly (at most R(t 1 ) = |i| times), this value may be increased by adding
2 . Hence, we obtain S(α) = max{|i|, |x|} + |i| 2 . Consequently, we also get S(t 2 , x ) = S(t 3 , x ) = max{|i|, |x|} + |i| 2 . From the inferred size bounds, we can now derive a runtime bound for the last transition t 3 . When we call TimeBounds on T = {t 3 }, it finds the PRF Pol( 2 ) = x, implying that T 's runtime is linear. When program execution reaches T , the size of x is bounded by S(t 2 , x ). Therefore,
Thus, a bound on the overall runtime is t∈T R(t) = 2 + |i| + max{|i|, |x|} + |i| 2 -that is, it is linear in |x| and quadratic in |i|.
Although the global size bound for the result variable |t 1 , x | ∈× \ in the preceding example is only quadratic, in general the resulting global size bounds for result variables α from the class× can be exponential. This is the case when the scaling factor s α is greater than 1 or when |V α | > 1.
Example 4.12. To illustrate this, consider the following loop: while z > 0 do x := x + y; y := x; z := z − 1; done.
Here, we have a transition t 1 = ( 1 , τ 1 , 1 ), where τ 1 is the formula z > 0∧x = x+y∧y = x ∧ z = z − 1. For α x = |t 1 , x | and α y = |t 1 , y |, we obtain S l (α x ) = S l (α y ) = |x| + |y|. Thus, α x and α y together form an SCC C where V α x = V α y = {x, y}. In other words, in each iteration of the loop, the value of x and y is not increased by a fixed value as before (which is not modified itself in the loop), but the value of x and y is doubled in each loop iteration. The reason is that here we have |V α x | = |V α y | = 2.
In general, each execution of a transition t may multiply the value of a result variable from (× \ ) ∩ C t by max{|V α | | α ∈ (× \ ) ∩ C t }. Since this multiplication may be performed R(t) times, the repeated traversal of t increases the overall size by at most
. If the SCC C uses several different transitions (× \ ), then the effects resulting from these transitions have to be multiplied. Thus, the overall increase is bounded by a multiplication with the following exponential factor:
In Example 4.12, (× \ ) ∩ C t is empty for all transitions t except t 1 . As |V α x | = |V α y | = 2 and R(t 1 ) = |z|, we have s× = 2 |z| , which results in the global size bounds
Example 4.13. In Example 4.12, the exponential growth of the size was due to |V α x | = |V α y | > 1. A similar effect is obtained if one has scaling factors s α > 1. To demonstrate this, consider the following modification of the preceding loop: while z > 0 do x := 2 · x; z := z − 1; done. Now, the resulting transition t 1 has the formula z > 0 ∧ x = 2 · x ∧ z = z − 1, and for α x = |t 1 , x |, we obtain S l (α x ) = 2 · |x|. In each iteration of the loop, the value of x is multiplied by the scaling factor s α x = 2.
To capture this, we revise the definition of s× as follows:
Then, the overall increase is again bounded by a multiplication with an exponential factor. Similar to Example 4.12, we have s×
Example 4.14. As an example for a program with several transitions that correspond to scaled sums, consider the program in Figure 7 . Its RVG has an SCC C = {|t 1 , x |, |t 2 , x |, |t 1 , y |, |t 2 , y |}, where all result variables are in× \ . We can easily derive S(t 0 , x ) = |x|, S(t 0 , y ) = |y| with Theorem 4.6 and deduce R(t 1 ) = R(t 2 ) = |i|. We observe that s |t 2 ,y | = 2, and that the scaling factor is 1 for all other result variables. Moreover, we have |V α | = 2 for all α ∈ C. For our SCC, we then compute s× as follows:
Intuitively, this means that the inputs to the SCC C can grow at most by a factor of 8 |i| . As no constants are added in the SCC, we can then compute the size bound on all result variables of C as s× · max{S(t 0 , x ), S(t 0 , y )} = 8 |i| · max{|x|, |y|}.
Theorem 4.15 extends the procedure SizeBounds from Theorem 4.6 to nontrivial SCCs. Note that if an SCC contains a result variable β whose local size bound does not belong to any of our three classes, then we are not able to derive any global size bounds (i.e., then Theorem 4.15 cannot improve the current size approximation S). This is the case when β / ∈× (since . = ⊆ ⊆×).
THEOREM 4.15 (SizeBounds FOR NONTRIVIAL SCCS). Let (R, S) be a complexity approximation, S l a local size approximation, and C ⊆ RV a nontrivial SCC of the RVG. If there is a β ∈ C with
β / ∈×, then we set S = S. Otherwise, for all β / ∈ C, let S (β) = S(β). For all β ∈ C, we set S (β) = s× · max( {S(α) | there is an α ∈ C withα ∈ pre(α) \ C} ∪ {c α | α ∈ . = ∩ C} ) + t∈T (R(t) · max{d α | α ∈ ( \ . =) ∩ C t }) + t∈T (R(t) · max{e α + v∈actV(S l (α))\V α f α v | α ∈ (× \ ) ∩ C t }) .
Then, SizeBounds(R, S, C) = S is also a size approximation.
Taking a different perspective, one can see our contributions on the inference of size bounds as a technique for computing potentially nonlinear invariants. Our technique also takes runtime complexity analysis results into account, and its automation requires only relatively benign linear constraint solving in most cases.
HANDLING RECURSION
Our representation of programs as sets of simple transitions is restricted to programs without procedure calls. Of course, as long as there is no recursion (or only tail recursion), procedure calls can easily be "inlined." However, in Section 5.1, we present an extension of our approach to handle arbitrary (possibly non-tail recursive) procedure calls. Based on this, we show in Section 5.2 how to adapt PRFs to infer exponential runtime bounds for recursive programs.
Complexity Analysis for Recursive Programs
Example 5.1. As an example, regard the following program where the recursive procedure fac(x) computes x! and facSum(x) computes x! + (x − 1)! + · · · + 0!.
We extend the notion of transitions to the form ( , τ, P) , where P is a nonempty multiset of locations. If P is a singleton set { }, we write ( , τ, ) instead of ( , τ, { }). By using transitions with several target locations, we can express function calls, as one target location represents the evaluation of the called function, whereas the other target location represents the context that is executed when returning from the function call. Thus, the program from Example 5.1 can be represented by the following transitions.
Note that our transitions are an overapproximation of the original program since we do not take the results of procedure calls into account (i.e., the value of the variable r is arbitrary in the transitions t 3 and t 8 ).
5 ) A configuration is now a multiset of pairs ( , v) of a location and a valuation v : V → Z. An evaluation step takes a pair ( , v) in the current configuration and applies a transition to it.
7 Thus, for a configuration F, we write F → 
. . .
, and v 3 (r) = 42. Obviously, such an evaluation can also be represented as an evaluation tree whose nodes have the form ( , v). If F → ( ,v) t F as before, then in the corresponding evaluation tree, the node ( , v) has the children ( 1 , v ), . . . , ( k , v ), and the edges to the children are labeled with t. Thus, the preceding evaluation would be represented by the following tree ( Figure 8) . Albert et al. [2011a] and Debray et al. [1997] propose a similar notion of evaluation trees or computation trees for cost relations.
Note that for termination and for size complexity analysis, one could also replace transitions with multiple target locations like ( 1 , τ, { 2 , 3 }) by the corresponding single-target transitions ( 1 , τ, 2 ) and ( 1 , τ, 3 ). But for runtime complexity analysis, this is not possible. The reason is that the transition ( 1 , τ, { 2 , 3 }) means that evaluation continues both at location 2 and at location 3 . Hence, the runtime complexities resulting from these two locations have to be added to obtain a bound for the runtime complexity resulting from location 1 . In contrast, the two transitions ( 1 , τ, 2 ) and ( 1 , τ, 3 ) would mean that evaluation continues either at location 2 or at location 3 . Hence, here it would suffice to take the maximum of the runtime complexities resulting from 2 and 3 to obtain a bound for the runtime complexity resulting from 1 . For example, the program {t 0 , . . . , t 9 } shown earlier has quadratic runtime complexity. But if one replaced the transition t 1 by two separate transitions from 1 to 2 and from 1 to 3 , then the resulting program would only have linear runtime complexity. By adapting the required notions in a straightforward way, our approach for complexity analysis can easily be extended to programs with (possibly recursive) procedure calls. As before, the runtime complexity rc maps sizes m of program variables to the maximal number of evaluation steps that are possible from a start configuration ( 0 , v) with v ≤ m. The only change compared to Definition 2.3 is that configurations are now multisets of pairs ( , v):
Similarly, runtime approximations R from Definition 2.4 also have to be adapted to the new notion of configurations. Now, R is a runtime approximation if and only if the following holds for all t ∈ T :
As in Definition 2.6, the definition of size approximations S must ensure that S(t, v ) is a bound on the size of the variable v after a certain transition t was used in an evaluation. However, we now regard transitions t of the form ( , τ, P) , where P is a multiset of locations. Thus, we require that whenever there is an evaluation from an initial configuration to a configuration F such that t can be applied for the next evaluation step (i.e., such that ( , v) ∈ F and v, v satisfy τ for some valuations v and v ), then S(t, v ) must be a bound for |v (v)|. In other words, S is a size approximation if and only if for all ( , τ, P) ∈ T and all v ∈ V, we have
Similarly, S l is a local size approximation if and only if
To denote the transitions that may precede each other, we also have to adapt the definition of "pre" (which is needed for the computation of size approximations in Section 4). Here, we have to take into account that a transition may reach a subsequent transition multiple times. Therefore, we now define pre(( , τ , P )) to be the multiset where ( , τ, P) ∈ T is contained k times in pre(( , τ , P )) if and only if is contained k times in P and there
Finally, we also have to modify the notion of PRFs. We now measure composed configurations { ( 1 , v 1 ) , . . . , ( k , v k )} by summing up the measures of their components ( i , v i ). Again, we call Pol a PRF for a program if and only if no transition increases the measure and at least one decreases it. As before, our goal is to use a PRF to deduce a bound on the runtime complexity. To this end, we have to ensure that the measure of a configuration is at least as large as the number of decreasing transition steps that can be used when starting the program evaluation in this configuration. However, this would not be guaranteed any more for composed configurations, as the measures of their components can also be negative. Therefore, when measuring a composed configuration of k > 1 components, we only sum up those components with nonnegative measure. This gives rise to the following definition. 
With this definition of PRFs, the procedure TimeBounds from Theorem 3.6 can also be used for the new extended notion of programs T . For this, we now let the transitions T leading to the location be a multiset that contains all transitions (˜ ,τ , P) ∈ T \T with ∈ P. Here, (˜ ,τ , P) has the same multiplicity in T as the multiplicity of in P (i.e., if is contained k times in P, then (˜ ,τ , P) is contained k times in T ). This is needed because the subprogram T is reached k times by the transition (˜ ,τ , P). Moreover, we now set L = { | T = ∅ ∧ ∃P . ( , τ, P ) ∈ T } as entry locations. With this extension of our method, for the program of Example 5.1 (with the initial location 0 ), we obtain the runtime approximations R(t 3 ) = |x| (for the loop of facSum) and R(t 9 ) = |x| + |x| 2 (for the linear recursion of fac that is called linearly often from facSum). The overall runtime bound is t∈T R(t) = 8 + 12 · |x| + 5 · |x| 2 -that is, the program's runtime is quadratic in the size of x.
Alonso-Blas et al. [2013] propose a technique to obtain runtime bounds in closed form by means of sparse cost relations as an approximation for the overall cost of a cost relation. Their technique allows one to consider cost relations with more than one target location and, at the same time, only count the cost resulting from a single equation in each step. This is similar to Definition 5.2, where we also only count the number of evaluation steps of the transitions in T instead of having to count all transitions in a single proof step.
Exponential Complexities for Recursive Programs
We consider two sources for exponential runtime complexity: (i) a variable takes a value of exponential size or (ii) nonlinear recursion. We handled the former in Section 4 by deriving exponential size approximations from polynomial runtime approximations. However, up to now, a direct application of PRFs (that does not rely on size bounds computed for preceding loops) could only yield polynomial runtime bounds. We now adapt and extend a technique by Albert et al. [2011a] to use PRFs to infer exponential bounds for recursive programs directly Case (ii)). In contrast to the approach by Albert et al. [2011a] , our adaptation allows to infer exponential complexity bounds for only some of the transitions and polynomial bounds for others.
Example 5.3. Our technique works for recursive algorithms with multiple recursive calls, such as the (naive) recursive computation of the Fibonacci numbers. An implementation as an imperative program and its transitions are given in Figure 9 . Since we require that there may not be any transitions back to the initial program location 0 , we added a main function that calls the recursive function fib. As t 6 and t 7 can occur (fib(|x|)) times in an evaluation of T (i.e., an exponential number of times), there does not exist any PRF with t 6 ∈ T or t 7 ∈ T . The size of x remains bounded by its initial size throughout the execution. Thus, the superpolynomial runtime cannot be inferred using the exponential size approximations from Section 4.
In Section 5.1, we discussed why we cannot just replace transitions with multiple target locations like ( 3 , τ, { 5 , 6 }) by the corresponding single-target transitions ( 3 , τ, 5 ) and ( 3 , τ, 6 ) to infer polynomial bounds. However, exponential bounds can be inferred in this way. Recall that Definition 5.2 required that the ranking function decreases over the sum of all components of a configuration whenever a transition from T is used. To weaken this requirement, we now only require that the ranking function decreases in each individual component. Then, in each path of the evaluation tree, the number of T -edges is bounded by [Pol( 0 )]-that is, [Pol( 0 )] is a bound for the height h of the evaluation tree (if one only counts T -edges to determine this height). For Example 5.3, this allows one to infer the following ranking function Pol:
In the constraints for the ranking function Pol, we have "separated" the transition t 6 into two transitions (from 3 to 5 and from 3 to 6 ). Similarly, t 7 is separated into the transitions from 5 to 7 and from 5 to 8 . With the preceding ranking function Pol for the "separated" version of T , the transitions t 6 and t 7 are in T (i.e., their separated versions are strictly decreasing and they are bounded from below by 1). All other transitions are weakly decreasing with the ranking function Pol.
When considering ranking functions separately for the different target locations of a transition, we speak of separated ranking functions (SRFs). To obtain complexity bounds using SRFs, we have to find a bound on the number of evaluation steps with transitions from T in the whole tree (i.e., not just in a single path of the tree). Note that each evaluation step of the program corresponds to the step from an inner node to all of its children. Thus, we have to approximate the number of inner nodes of the evaluation tree (and not the number of its edges), because each inner node may have several outgoing edges that correspond to the same transition in the evaluation sequence (i.e., to just one evaluation step).
Moreover, we do not have to consider all inner nodes, but we only want to find a bound on the number of those inner nodes that correspond to an evaluation step with a transition from T . To approximate this, we consider a merged variant of the evaluation tree. Here, for every inner node that corresponds to an evaluation step with T \ T , we merge all of its children to a single child (which is labeled by a multiset of pairs ( , v)). As we do not compute bounds for the transitions in T \ T , this merging is sound (i.e., the number of inner nodes that correspond to T -steps is the same as in the original evaluation tree). Then, the branching degree b of this "merged" evaluation tree is bounded by the maximal number of target locations in the transitions of T (i.e., b ≤ max{|P| | ( , τ, P) ∈ T }). Consequently, if the evaluation tree has the height h, then
is an upper bound for the number of inner nodes of the tree. Analogously, if one only counts T -steps to determine the height h, then
is an upper bound on the number of those inner nodes that correspond to T -steps (i.e., it is a bound on the overall number of T -steps used in an evaluation).
In Example 5.3, all transitions have at most two target locations, and hence the maximal branching degree is b = 2. The height h of the evaluation tree is at most [Pol( 0 )] = |x| + 2 (counting only T -steps as contributing to the height). Our ranking function thus allows us to obtain the exponential runtime complexity approximation R(t 6 ) = R(t 7 ) = 
The difference between Definition 5.4 for SRFs and Definition 5.2 for PRFs is highlighted . For transitions in T ⊆ T , the constraints are weaker than in Definition 5.2, as now we do not require the ranking function to decrease when compared to the sum of the components in the target configuration, but only for each component of the target configuration separately. The price to pay for these weaker constraints is that we can only deduce exponential bounds, not polynomial bounds. The following theorem adapts Theorem 3.3 to use SRFs to obtain runtime complexity bounds.
THEOREM 5.5 (COMPLEXITIES FROM SRFS). Let R be a runtime approximation, Pol be an SRF for T , and
for all t ∈ T and R (t) = R(t) for all other t ∈ T . Then, R is also a runtime approximation.
Compared to Theorem 5.5, the related technique for the inference of exponential complexities by Albert et al. [2011a] has the drawback that it requires using the same ranking function for all paths through an (outermost) loop. In contrast, we also consider the case that only some of the transitions are in T . We also implemented an analogous version of the modular runtime complexity analysis of Theorem 3.6 for SRFs to obtain exponential complexities.
Example 5.6. One may wonder if we could make Theorem 5.5 more powerful by replacing the requirement in Definition 5.4 that for all ( , τ, { 1 , . . . , k }) ∈ T \ T with k > 1, we must have
by the following requirement for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k}
(in analogy to the change in the requirement for T ). To see that this relaxed version of SRFs would render Theorem 5.5 unsound, consider the following example:
With the preceding modification of Definition 5.4, the ranking function Pol with Pol( 0 ) = Pol( 1 ) = Pol( 2 ) = x would yield T = {t 2 } and T \ T = {t 0 , t 1 }. Thus, in particular, we would (wrongly) conclude that t 2 can only be used finitely often. But this is refuted by the nonterminating evaluation sequence
with v 0 (x) = 1 and v 1 (x) = 0, which uses t 2 infinitely many times.
The technique by Albert et al. [2011a] to search for logarithmic runtime complexity bounds could be lifted to our setting analogously. Indeed, our approach in Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 is not restricted to polynomials. Instead, we can plug in an arbitrary weakly monotonic function that correctly overapproximates the number of times a transition from T is used in T (or T ). To infer such a function, we could also use a different tool for runtime complexity analysis. Even if this tool does not return a weakly monotonic function f , we could then still use a weakly monotonic overapproximation [ f ]. Thus, other approaches and tools can effectively be combined with the contributions of our work.
MODULAR COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS FOR PROGRAMS USING COST MEASURES
We now show how to extend our analysis to not only compute bounds for runtime and sizes of variables but also for other arbitrary cost measures. This enables general resource analysis, such as to infer bounds on the number and size of network requests. In Section 6.1, we discuss how to annotate each transition with a specific cost that depends on the current values of variables, and how to adapt our analysis to also approximate the overall cost of a program run. The general idea of allowing parametric cost measures for each transition is a fairly standard approach to lift resource analysis from runtime bounds to other cost models (e.g., see Albert et al. [2012] and Navas et al. [2007] ). The interesting contribution here is the integration into our framework. In particular, in Section 6.2, we show how to use costs to modularize our runtime complexity analysis. To this end, a program part can be summarized by a single transition whose cost corresponds to the runtime of the program part.
Programs with Cost Measures
Although our analysis is focused on finding bounds for the program's runtime and for the sizes of variables, our approach can easily be extended to handle different cost measures. To this end, we consider annotated programs (T , M) , where we use a measure function M : T → UB to annotate each transition with a corresponding cost. As in Section 5, we consider transitions of the form ( , τ, P) , where P is a nonempty multiset of locations. The cost M(t) for a transition t may depend on the values of the variables before the transition is applied. For example, M can be used to approximate the number of actual arithmetic operations performed by each transition, or the number of file system or network accesses performed by each transition.
Example 6.1. For the program from Example 2.1, we could set
to reflect the actual number of program statements represented by each transition (recall that z > 0 was only introduced by invariant generation). Here, the higher cost for t 4 also reflects the statement z.val += u.val of the original program, which has no counterpart in the integer abstraction of the program.
Similar to the runtime complexity of a program, we define the cost complexity cc of a program as a function that maps a vector of bounds m on the input values to the maximal cost of a run that starts in an initial state where the variables have values bounded by m. To make the considered program explicit, in the following definition we use cc (T ,M) , but we omit the index when T and M are clear from the context. Moreover, we abbreviate ( 
We can derive a cost approximation from our runtime approximation R and size approximation S. An upper bound C(t) for the overall cost of a transition t in any possible evaluation is computed by combining the number of times it is used (i.e., R(t)) with its cost M(t) parameterized by the maximal sizes of variables (i.e., S(t, v ) for all transitionst preceding t). To make the considered program explicit, we use C (T ,M) , R T , S T , and pre T , but we omit the indexes again when T (respectively, M) are clear from the context. Definition 6.3 (Cost Approximation). Let (T , M) be an annotated program. Given runtime and size approximations R = R T , S = S T , and using pre = pre T , we can derive the cost approximation C (T ,M) : T → UB as , v 1 ) , . . . , S(t, v n )) |t ∈ pre(t)}, otherwise.
C (T ,M) (t) = R(t) · M(t), if t is an initial transition R(t) · max{(M(t))(S(t
Example 6.4. Continuing with Example 6.1, we can obtain the bound C(t 1 ) = R(t 1 ) · max{M(t 1 )(. . .) | . . .} = |x| · 3 for t 1 , reflecting that the number of evaluated statements in the first loop is bounded by |x| · 3. Similarly, we obtain C(t 0 ) = R(t 0 ) · M(t 0 ) = 1, 
C(t
2 ) · 3, and C(t 5 ) = R(t 5 ) · M(t 5 ) = |x| · 2. The overall costs are thus bounded by
Note that cost complexity and cost approximation are indeed generalizations of runtime complexity and approximation. If M(t) = 1 for all transitions t ∈ T , then we obtain cc (T ,M) = rc T and C (T ,M) = R T . The following theorem shows that our cost approximation C is indeed an upper bound for the cost complexity cc.
THEOREM 6.5 (SOUNDNESS OF C). Let (T , M) be an annotated program. Then, ( t∈T C (T ,M) (t)) ≥ cc (T ,M) .

Separated Analysis of Program Parts
We now introduce a compositional "bottom-up" analysis in which procedures or loops are handled separately (and even in advance or in parallel). To model the runtime of program parts that were analyzed previously, we can employ our cost measure.
Example 6.6. Consider the procedure len in Figure 10 , which computes the length of a list. In the integer abstraction of this procedure, we use the special variable res to model the return value of len. Our approach infers R(t len 0 ) = 1, R(t len 1 ) = |x|, R(t len 2 ) = 1, and S(t len 2 , res ) = |x|, similar to the analysis of the first loop of Example 2.1. Now, whenever a procedure call statement k := len(y) occurs in a program, we can use the previously computed runtime and size approximations for the procedure len. Instead of analyzing the procedure len again whenever it is called, we can represent the effect of calling len by introducing a new metatransition t len that approximates its effects-that is, it bounds the size of the return value. In our example, we label t len with the formula |k | ≤ S(t len 2 , res )(|y|). 8 To reflect the cost of calling len, we use our cost measure function and set M(t
). This treatment of procedure calls differs from our technique in Section 5. Note that in general, our formalism of integer programs cannot represent concepts such as procedures or recursion. Hence, when translating a program into our formalism, a suitable representation of procedures needs to be chosen. The technique of Section 5 handles procedures and recursion by encoding procedure calls using transitions with several target locations. The drawback of this encoding is that return values of procedures are ignored (i.e., this encoding is a rather coarse abstraction of procedure calls).
In contrast, the separated bottom-up analysis presented in this section allows one to infer information about the return value of procedure calls. However, it only works for nonrecursive procedures, whereas recursive procedure need to be handled by the technique of Section 5.
We now extend the bottom-up approach to also allow a separated analysis for arbitrary program parts (within the same procedure). This bottom-up approach and the top-down approach of Figure 3 (based on the subprocedure TimeBounds from Theorem 3.6) yield similar results for programs with a simple structure, but they differ when handling nested loops. Here, the top-down approach usually first finds a termination (and hence complexity) argument for the outermost loop (since it starts by finding a PRF for all transitions T = T ), and then continues to find bounds for inner loops (i.e., it then only considers those transitions T T for which no bound has been computed up to now). In contrast, our bottom-up approach first finds bounds for the innermost loop and then replaces it by a single transition that represents its costs and its changes to program variables. It then continues on the simplified program, handling the outer loops in the following steps.
The top-down and the bottom-up methods are orthogonal in power and precision. When handling nested loops with a complex control flow, where inner and outer loops manipulate the same data, the top-down method tends to perform better, as it allows one to consider all relevant program transitions at the same time.
Example 6.7. As an (albeit pathological) example, consider the following program:
Here, separating the analysis of the inner loop from the analysis of the outer loop makes the complexity analysis extremely hard. The reason is that the underlying invariants x ≥ 0 and y = x are not visible anymore when considering the transition t of the inner loop separately. We could only obtain the local size bound S l (t, x ) = |x|+1 (as decreasing x by 1 increases |x| for x ≤ 0). Since the inner loop is executed |y| times, this yields the global size bound S(t, x ) = |x| + |y|. Using this bound afterward for the analysis of the outer loop would fail, as x could be increased by y = x in each loop iteration. Hence, one could not even prove termination of the outer loop anymore and would obtain the upper bound ω for the program's runtime complexity.
On the other hand, if the inner loop only modifies variables that do not influence the values in the condition of the outer loop, then the bottom-up approach may lead to less aggressive approximations and thus to more precise size bounds.
Example 6.8. Consider the procedure sum in Figure 11 , where two nested loops are used to compute x j=1 ( j−1 i=0 i). Using the top-down approach, the subprocedure TimeBounds infers the runtime bound R(t sum 2 ) = |x| 2 . However, when computing the size bound S(t sum 2 , i ), this leads to a surprising effect. Using the local size bound |i| + 1 for |t sum 2 , i |, the procedure SizeBounds infers that S(t sum 2 , i ) = R(t sum 2 )·1 = |x| 2 . Here, the information that t sum 2 is executed at most |x| 2 times in a full program run is combined with the fact that each application of t sum 2 increases i by 1. This is imprecise because our approximation does not take into account that i is reset to 0 after each inner loop, and that t sum 2 is used at most |x| times in each iteration of the outer loop. For that reason, in reality, |i| never gets larger than |x|. Similarly, our method computes 
S(t
2 ·|x| 2 = |x| 4 instead of the more precise correct bound |x| 2 and S(t sum 3 , r ) = |x| 5 instead of the more precise bound |x| 3 . Such imprecisions can be avoided using a bottom-up approach that correctly determines that each time after i is set to 0, the transition t sum 2 is only executed |x| times. As will be shown, our bottom-up approach will result in S(t sum 3 , r ) = |x| + |x| 3 , which is asymptotically a tight upper bound.
We describe our bottom-up approach in three steps. First, we show how to identify a subset L of locations that should be analyzed separately (Section 6.2.1). In Section 6.2.2, we then explain how to extract the locations L (and their connecting transitions T L ) from a given annotated program (T , M) to create an isolated subprogram (T |L , M |L ) that can be analyzed on its own. In a third step (Section 6.2.3), we discuss how to construct a simplified annotated program (T \L , M \L ), where the extracted transitions are replaced by a summary obtained from the analysis of the subprogram. Finally, we show the soundness of our analysis by proving that cc (T \L ,M \L ) is an upper bound for cc (T ,M) . For the case that we are only interested in runtime bounds, we extend the program T with the cost measure M(t) = 1 for all t ∈ T . Then, cc (T ,M) = rc T , and hence C (T \L , M \L ) is also a runtime approximation for the original program T . 6.2.1. Identifying Candidates for Separated Complexity Analysis. We have developed a heuristic, SepHeuristic, to identify suitable candidate sets L for a separated analysis. To achieve good results, the set L should correspond to a semantic unit of the program. Such a unit can be a procedure (or a group of mutually recursive procedures), or a subloop of the program, such that the separated part does not "interfere" with the remaining program. Thus, this is a special case of a loop extraction technique, in which we introduce additional constraints on the dataflow. In future work, it could be interesting to investigate whether other loop extraction techniques (e.g., Wei et al. [2007] ) could be used to further improve precision of our analysis.
Formally, we require (i) 0 ∈ L and (ii) that for all transitions ( , τ, P) that lead from L to several locations (i.e., where ∈ L and |P| > 1), the locations in P may only reach locations in L again. Here, we define 1 → reach 2 if and only if there exists a transition ( 1 ,τ ,P) ∈ T with 2 ∈P, and we say that 1 reaches 2 if and only if 1 → * reach 2 , where → * reach denotes the transitive and reflexive closure of → reach . For example, if there is a transition ( , τ, { , }) with ∈ L , then may not reach any locations outside of L . The reason for requirement (ii) is that otherwise, in every iteration of the subloop from to itself, one would also reach . Hence, the number of evaluation steps inside L would influence how often another part of the program is called. This would complicate a separated treatment of L substantially.
The procedure SepHeuristic(T , R) returns a set of location sets L that satisfy requirements (i) and (ii) shown earlier and additionally are good candidates for separation. For this, we define the sets G T , U T ⊆ V. The guard variables G T are those variables from V that are "restricted" by conditions in the formulas of the transitions of T . Formally, we define v ∈ G T if and only if v ∈ V, and there exists a transition ( , τ, P) ∈ T and some m ∈ Z such that ∀v 1 , . . . , v n . ∃v 1 , . . . , v The update variables U T are all variables that may be changed by a transition from T (i.e., variables v ∈ V where v = v cannot be inferred from the transition's formula). Now, the heuristic SepHeuristic(T , R) works as follows. First, we identify those location sets L 1 , L 2 , . . . , L n that are SCCs of the program graph and satisfy requirement (i). Then, we return those proper subcycles L L i that satisfy requirement (ii) and where for the transitions T = {( , τ, P) ∈ T | ∈ L } that originate in L , there exists a t ∈ T with R(t) = ω and G T \T ∩U T = ∅ holds. The latter requirement ensures that variables updated in the separated part (i.e., in the inner cycle) do not influence the guards in the enclosing cycle.
Creating Isolated Subprograms for Separated Complexity Analysis.
Note that our requirements on L from Section 6.2.1 ensure that for every transition ( , τ, P) with . We define the inner transitions as
Example 6.10. We continue with sum from Example 6.8, where M |L (t The isolated subprogram T |L can now be analyzed independently to obtain a runtime approximation R T |L and a size approximation S T |L . This can either be done by splitting it up into further isolated subprograms or by applying the top-down approach with the subprocedure TimeBounds directly. In our example, only the latter makes sense, as there is only one loop remaining. We obtain R T |L (t 0 ) = 1, R T |L (t sum 2 ) = |x| + |i| (as x − i is a PRF for {t
2 , i ) = |i| + (|x| + |i|) · 1 = 2 · |i| + |x|, and S T |L (t sum 2 , s ) = max{|i|, |s|} + (|x| + |i|) · (2 · |i| + |x|) = max{|i|, |s|} + 3 · |x| · |i| + 2 · |i| 2 + |x| 2 . Finally, using the costs computed earlier, we obtain C (T |L ,M |L ) (t 0 ) = 0 and C (T |L ,M |L ) (t Thus, the next step is to include the information obtained for the isolated subprogram T L in the original program T , which yields a so-called L -reduced program (T \L , M \L ) with a complexity approximation (R \L , S \L ). To define T \L , let T →L be all transitions that reach L , and let T L → be all transitions that leave L :
Now we remove all locations L from T and replace them with a fresh entry and exit location →L and L → . To handle computations that use inner transitions of L , we add a new "metatransition" t T L that approximates the effect of the inner transitions T L in one transition step. To handle computations that just "skip" the inner transitions, we introduce an additional transition t skip between the entry and exit location →L and L → . In the example of Figure 11 , such a skip transition would not be required, as the inner loop of the subprogram T L = { 2 } is always executed at least once. But if one applies the bottom-up approach to the program of Figure 2 , a skip transition would be needed when removing the isolated subprogram with the location 3 to model computations where t 5 directly follows t 3 , without using t 4 in between. Thus, we obtain
To reflect the changes of values in the subprogram T L , we make use of the size approximation S T |L obtained for our isolated subprogram. It provides upper bounds on the sizes of variables expressed in the input values v 1 , . . . , v n before entering the subprogram T L . Therefore, they can be used for the formula of our new metatransition t T L . More precisely, we only have to consider S T |L for result variables |t, v i | wheret ∈ T L might be the last transition used before leaving the subprogram T L . In contrast, the skip transition t skip does not change the values of the program variables.
In the formula for τ T L , as usual the empty conjunction is considered to be true (i.e., if there is no ∈ L with → reach for some / ∈ L , then τ T L = true). We define the cost for the new metatransition t T L to be t∈T L C (T |L ,M |L ) (t), as this is a bound on the cost of any evaluation that only uses the removed inner transitions T L . Note that here we implicitly use the runtime approximation R T |L , which is used to compute C (T |L ,M |L ) . The cost for the skip transition t skip is 0. Hence, we obtain the following cost measure for the reduced program: Finally, the runtime and size approximations for the new transitions are set to ω:
Definition 6.11 (Reduced Program) . Let (T , M) be an annotated program and (R, S) be a complexity approximation for T , let L ⊆ L satisfy the requirements in Definition 6.9, and let R T |L (respectively, S T |L and M T |L ) be the runtime approximation (respectively, size approximation and cost measure) for the isolated subprogram (
Example 6.12. We continue Example 6.10 with L = { 2 }. The L -reduced program is displayed in Figure 12 . The transition t {t sum 2 } is labeled with the formula |r | ≤ |r| ∧ |x | ≤ |x| ∧ |i | ≤ 2 · |i| + |x| ∧ |s | ≤ max{|i|, |x|} + 3 · |x| · |i| + 2 · |i| 2 + |x| 2 , using the results obtained from the isolated subprogram. Similarly, the cost for t {t sum 2 } is C (T |{ 2 } ,M |{ 2 } ) (t sum 2 ) = |x|+|i|. We can now apply the procedures TimeBounds and SizeBounds on the simplified program. For example, we can use the PRF P with P( 1 ) = P( →L ) = P( L → ) = x to infer R(t sum 3 ) = |x|. In a similar way, we also obtain R(t sum 1 ) = R(t {t sum 2 } ) = R(t skip ) = |x|. We can also trivially infer S(t sum 1 , i ) = S(t sum 1 , s ) = 0 from the formula of t sum 1 . This allows one to deduce S(t {t sum 2 } , i ) = |x| and S(t {t sum 2 } , s ) = |x| 2 . In turn, we also obtain a size bound for r, resulting in the (asymptotically) precise bound S(t
The following theorem states the correctness of our bottom-up approach, justifying Definition 6.11.
THEOREM 6.13 (SOUNDNESS OF SEPARATED MODULAR COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS). Let (T , M) be an annotated program; let R, S, and L ⊆ L satisfy the requirements in Definition 6.9; and let
In Figure 13 in Section 7.2, we will present an improved general procedure that combines the top-down approach of Figure 3 with the bottom-up approach of Theorem 6.13.
RELATED WORK, IMPLEMENTATION, AND EVALUATION
Several methods to determine symbolic runtime complexity bounds for programs have been developed in recent years. We give an overview on related work in Section 7.1, describe the implementation of our approach in Section 7.2, and compare our implementation empirically with related tools in Section 7.3.
Related Work
Our approach builds on well-known basic concepts (e.g., lexicographic ranking functions) but uses them in a novel way to obtain a more powerful technique than previous approaches. In particular, in contrast to previous work, our approach deals with nonlinear information flow between different program parts by benefiting from intermediate analysis results for runtime complexity bounds to deduce size bounds.
Similar to our technique, the approaches of Albert et al. [2011a] and Albert et al. [2012] (implemented in COSTA and its backend PUBS), of Flores-Montoya and Hähnle [2014] (implemented in CoFloCo), and of Zuleger et al. [2011] and Sinn et al. [2014] (implemented in Loopus) also use an iterative procedure based on termination proving techniques to find runtime bounds for single loops. The techniques differ in the decomposition of the program into smaller (and thus, easier to analyze) parts and in the combination of partial results into an overall bound. However, they do not take the interaction between runtime and data sizes into account. In contrast, in our approach, this enables a flexible decomposition of the considered program during the analysis, making use of intermediate results.
In the approach by Albert et al. [2011a] and Albert et al. [2012] , all transitions of an SCC in the program graph need to be handled at once. Preprocessing techniques are employed to decompose nested loops such as while B 1 do while B 2 do P; done; done into two loops while B 2 do P; done and while B 1 do P i ; done, where P i has a cost corresponding to the bound computed for the inner loop. A related idea is also used in our technique from Section 6.2. Flores-Montoya and Hähnle [2014] extend this idea to a new complexity analysis framework based on control-flow refinement. The program is first decomposed into different "chains," where each chain corresponds to program runs under a certain condition (i.e., the program can be analyzed separately for the cases x > 0 and x ≤ 0). Experiments show that this allows to find precise bounds in programs with complex control flow.
The approach of Zuleger et al. [2011] is restricted to termination proofs via the sizechange principle [Lee et al. 2001] . Finally, Sinn et al. [2014] introduce an amortized complexity analysis based on lexicographic termination proofs, in which the interaction between different components of the lexicographic termination argument is handled explicitly.
The approach of Alias et al. [2010] (implemented in Rank) first proves termination by a lexicographic combination of linear ranking functions, similar to our Theorem 3.6. However, whereas Theorem 3.6 combines these ranking functions with size bounds, Alias et al. [2010] approximate the reachable state space using Ehrhart polynomials. The tool SPEED [Gulwani et al. 2009 ] instruments programs by counters and employs an invariant generation tool to obtain bounds on these counters. The ABC system [Blanc et al. 2010 ] also determines symbolic bounds for nested loops but does not treat sequences of loops.
Finally, our technique in Section 4.2 to infer size bounds by estimating the effect of repeated local changes has some similarities to the approach of Ben-Amram et al. [2008] . They introduce a Turing-incomplete imperative programming language and propose a sound and complete automated technique to decide whether variables in that language have linear, polynomial, or exponential size bounds. They also classify the effects of each transition (more generally, of a subprogram) on a variable with respect to the respective prevariables, similar to our classification of local size bounds into . =, , and×. Based on a dataflow relation, which is similar to our RVG, they introduce a calculus to compose such bounds. However, their analysis does not aim for concrete bounds but considers the more coarse-grained question of whether a dependency of a result variable on an input variable is linear, polynomial, or exponential.
The work on determining the worst-case execution time (WCET) for real-time systems [Wilhelm et al. 2008 ] is largely orthogonal to symbolic loop bounds. It distinguishes processor instructions according to their complexity but requires loop bounds to be provided by the user. Recently, recurrence solving has been used as an automatic preprocessing step for WCET analysis in the tool r-TuBound [Knoop et al. 2012] .
There is also a wealth of work on complexity analysis for declarative paradigms. For instance, resource aware ML [Hoffmann et al. 2012; Hoffmann and Shao 2014] analyzes amortized complexity for recursive functional programs with inductive data types, natural numbers, and arrays. RAML uses a type-based approach to obtain (possibly nonlinear) complexity bounds. The sizes of data structures are used as parameters, and the approach is automated by linear constraint solving. RAML computes bounds on runtime and size simultaneously using templates for the considered classes of resource polynomials. However, RAML appears to have only limited support for programs whose complexity depends on (possibly negative) integers. On a manually translated variant of the integer program from Example 2.1 where the variables are annotated with natural numbers as their type, RAML's prototype Web interface at http://raml.tcs.ifi.lmu.de/prototype infers a quadratic bound for the runtime complexity, similar to our method. However, on the integer version of the example from Figure 2 , RAML does not find any bound.
Complexity analysis is also an active topic of research in the area of logic programming. In particular, already Debray and Lin [1993] propose a technique to compute bounds on runtime using a dedicated analysis for size bounds. They use a graph structure similar to our RVGs to track local size bounds between input and output variables. Among other techniques, they apply computer algebra systems to determine nonlinear size bounds. Whereas our approach in Section 5 overapproximates the results of recursive calls via a fresh variable, the analysis by Debray and Lin [1993] takes them into account. The work of Debray and Lin [1993] is extended by Navas et al. [2007] and Serrano et al. [2014] to support also user-defined complexity metrics, similar to our Section 6.1, and to benefit from sized types. However, the idea of using analysis results for runtime bounds to compute size bounds is not present in these works.
There is a recent trend in program analysis to use Horn clauses (the core formalism behind logic programs) as an intermediate format for program verification [Grebenshchikov et al. 2012; Hojjat et al. 2012; Bjørner et al. 2014] . Thus, via a suitable complexity-preserving translation to Horn clauses, work on complexity analysis for logic programs can become applicable for imperative programs as well.
Complexity analysis has also become a topic of intense study for term rewrite systems (TRSs) (e.g., see Avanzini and Moser [2013] and Noschinski et al. [2013] ). To deduce bounds on the runtime complexity of TRSs, most techniques adapt suitable techniques for termination proving (e.g., polynomial interpretations [Lankford 1979; Fuhs et al. 2007] , which are quite similar to our PRFs). In fact, this line of research forms one of the inspirations for the use of PRFs in the present article. A restriction of these works is that in contrast to us, they do not use a dedicated initial location 0 but allow a rewrite sequence to start at a term with an arbitrary function symbol at the root. Moreover, the inferred complexity bounds are only asymptotic and univariate (i.e., the size of the initial data enters the analysis only as a whole and is not argument dependent, as in our case).
The potential of this approach is harnessed by for complexity analysis of logic programs. propose a translation of logic programs to TRSs in such a way that a complexity bound for the TRS also induces a runtime bound for the logic program. Based on a tool for complexity analysis of TRSs, the experiments by indicate that the resulting implementation is competitive to complexity analysis with dedicated logic programming tools like CASLOG [Debray and Lin 1993] and CiaoPP [Hermenegildo et al. 2012 ].
Implementation
We have implemented our contributions in the prototype tool KoAT, an open-source OCaml project available online at https://github.com/s-falke/kittel-koat.
The overall analysis implemented by KoAT is shown in Figure 13 , which combines the top-down approach of Figure 3 with the modular bottom-up approach of Section 6.2. Of course, we do not always succeed in finding bounds for all transitions and variables. In our implementation, we give up after a certain time and report the values of R and S at that point. As these bounds are correct overapproximations of runtime and size, even a partial result may still provide useful bounds for a part of the input program.
Here, the subprocedures TimeBounds, SizeBounds, and Reduce are as defined in Theorems 3.6, 4.6, and 4.15, and Definition 6.11. When applying TimeBounds to transitions with multiple target locations, we also apply the extension of Section 5.2, which uses PRFs to infer exponential runtime bounds. As some of our subprocedures change the program T and its cost measure M, KoAT not only returns runtime and size bounds R and S but also the updated versions of T and M. With these results, one can then compute a cost approximation C (T ,M) as in Definition 6.3. This cost approximation is an upper bound for the cost complexity of the original program.
To find PRFs in TimeBounds, we employ a standard synthesis procedure based on Farkas' lemma [Podelski and Rybalchenko 2004; Alias et al. 2010] . To handle SMT queries, we use the Z3 SMT solver [Moura and Bjørner 2008] . The procedure SepHeuristic is used to identify a subprogram that can be separated and is implemented as described in Section 6.2. In our implementation, we allow one to backtrack from the bottom-up approach if KoAT fails to find time bounds for all transitions in the separated program (i.e., if there is a t with R T |L (t) = ω) and proceed to the top-down approach in the else-case with the standard TimeBounds procedure instead.
Finally, we use the subprocedure InformationPropagate to perform simplifications of the problem. More precisely, this subprocedure uses four techniques: -Removing unreachable transitions: In the very first iteration of the while-loop, we remove transitions t that cannot be reached from the initial location-that is, transitions t where there are no v 0 , F with {( 0 , v 0 )} → * • → t F. As in the computation of the RVG where we overapproximate pre, this is approximated by decidable sufficient criteria. -Knowledge propagation: We propagate runtime information to successor transitions in simple sequences of code. For a location with only one outgoing transition t = ( , τ, P), we use that t cannot be used more often than all of its predecessors together and set R(t) = t∈pre(t) R(t) whenever R(t) = ω for allt ∈ pre(t) and / ∈ P. Thus, whereas we used a (trivial) constant ranking function to infer R 4 (t 3 ) = 1 + |x| in Example 3.7, KoAT computes this directly as R 3 (t 2 ) + R 3 (t 5 ), without synthesizing a ranking function.
Similarly, if all transitions only have a single target location, we assign the trivial runtime bound 1 for transitions that do not occur in cycles of the program graph. For example, in Figure 2 , this procedure directly infers R(t 2 ) = 1. -Invariant generation: To infer valuable program invariants relating variables with each other, we use the Apron library [Jeannet and Miné 2009] . Apron is an abstract interpretation [Cousot and Cousot 1977] framework implementing several numerical domains. In our experience, the Octagon [Miné 2006 ] domain with an aggressive widening strategy yields the best trade-off between precision and performance. -Transition chaining: Heuristically (more precisely, when other techniques do not yield new results anymore), we use a complexity-preserving variation of the chaining technique by Falke et al. [2011] to "unroll" loops.
Note that the procedure KoAT calls itself recursively on an isolated subprogram when using the bottom-up approach in the then-case of Figure 13 . In these cases, a simple memoization technique can be used to avoid recomputing results for reappearing subprograms (e.g., code copies or inlined procedures).
Evaluation
To evaluate our approach, we compare our implementation KoAT with PUBS [Albert et al. 2011a [Albert et al. , 2012 , Rank [Alias et al. 2010 ], Loopus [Sinn et al. 2014 , and CoFloCo [FloresMontoya and Hähnle 2014] . We also compare our new version with KoAT-TACAS, which implements only the techniques described in the preliminary version of our article (i.e., it does not feature exponential size and time bounds (Sections 4 and 5), the handling of recursion (Section 5), or the bottom-up approach (Section 6)). We contacted the authors of SPEED [Gulwani et al. 2009 ] but were not able to obtain their tool. We decided not to compare KoAT to ABC [Blanc et al. 2010] , RAML [Hoffmann et al. 2012; Hoffmann and Shao 2014] , or r-TuBound [Knoop et al. 2012] , as their input or analysis goals differ considerably from ours.
As benchmarks, we collected 689 programs from the literature on termination and complexity of integer programs. These include all 36 examples from the evaluation of Rank, all 53 programs used to evaluate PUBS except one program with undefined semantics, all 27 examples from the evaluations of SPEED, and all examples from this article. The large majority of our example collection has also been used in the evaluations of Loopus and CoFloCo. The collection contains 50 recursive examples, which cannot be analyzed with KoAT-TACAS, Rank, and Loopus, and 20 examples with nonlinear arithmetic, which can be handled by neither Rank nor PUBS.
Where examples were available as C programs, we used the tool KITTeL [Falke et al. 2011 ] to transform them into integer programs automatically. To compare KoAT, PUBS, Rank, and CoFloCo, we used automatic translators between the different integer program formats provided by the authors of the respective tools (in the case of PUBS and CoFloCo) or by us (in the case of Rank). Loopus only accepts C programs as input. We used a translation from our integer programs to C/goto programs to compare with Loopus, even for examples that were originally available as C programs. The reason for this is that we wanted to avoid differences due to different integer abstractions of C programs. However, as the results differ greatly from the results reported by the authors of Loopus in Sinn et al. [2014] , we have also included their results in our evaluation, in the row "Loopus (authors)." Note that these results include 81 cases where Loopus reports a bound depending on a value nondeterministically chosen in the program, whereas we consider the runtime of such programs as unbounded in the row for Loopus since it does not depend on the values of the input parameters (cf. Definition 2.3). In addition, note that the numbers in this row refer to a run on a subset of 658 examples.
The source repository for KoAT also contains all of the scripts created by us for this evaluation and for the generation of the detailed reports, together with a document explaining how to reproduce the experiments.
The evaluation results are summarized in Figure 14 , showing how often each tool could infer a specific runtime bound for the example set. Here, 1, log n, n, n log n, n 2 , n 3 , and n >3 represent their corresponding asymptotic classes, and EXP is the class of exponential functions. To simplify the comparison, we did not perform a more finegrained analysis (e.g., we represent all linear bounds by the same asymptotic class n, although one linear bound might be tighter or incomparable with another linear bound). The "No Res." column lists the number of examples for which the tool could not find any bound (i.e., where it either failed or ran into a timeout). In the "Time" column, we give the average runtime on those examples where the respective tool was successful. The benchmarks were executed on a computer with 6GB of RAM and an Intel i7 CPU clocked at 3.07GHz, using a timeout of 60 seconds for each example. A longer timeout did not yield additional results.
On this collection, our approach was more powerful than the competing tools. The experiments also clearly show the usefulness of the new contributions compared to the preliminary version of our article (since KoAT now succeeds on 689 − 285 = 404 examples, whereas KoAT-TACAS only succeeded on 689 − 391 = 298 programs). However, our experiments show that all of the different tools have their own strengths. To illustrate this, consider the results in Figure 15 , which show for how many results the bounds reported by a tool were (asymptotically) tighter (i.e., more precise) than those reported by KoAT and vice versa. For details, we refer to our Web site (http://aprove.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/eval/IntegerComplexity-Journal/), which allows one to view all examples, results, and proof outputs, and also offers dynamic controls to compare the results of different tools. 
CONCLUSION
We presented an alternating modular approach for runtime and size complexity analysis of integer programs, shown in Figure 13 . Each step only considers a small part of the program, and runtime bounds help to infer (possibly nonlinear and even nonpolynomial) size bounds and vice versa (cf. Sections 3 and 4) .
In Section 5, we provided an extension to handle (possibly recursive) procedure calls in a modular fashion and to use PRFs for the inference of exponential runtime bounds as well. Moreover, in Section 6, we showed how to treat other forms of bounds (e.g., on the number of sent network requests) and how to compute bounds for separate program parts in advance or in parallel. The power of our approach was demonstrated by an implementation in the tool KoAT and an extensive experimental comparison with related tools in Section 7.
In future work, we intend to investigate how to use our method for high-level programming languages such as C and Java. To this end, we plan to combine the framework presented in this article with earlier work on complexity analysis of term rewriting systems [Noschinski et al. 2013] , and use terms to represent inductive heap data structures (such as lists or trees).
A limitation of our implementation is that it only generates PRFs to detect polynomial and exponential bounds. In contrast, PUBS uses PRFs to find logarithmic complexity bounds as well [Albert et al. 2011a] . As mentioned in Section 5.2, such an extension could also be directly integrated into our method. Moreover, we are restricted to weakly monotonic bounds to allow their modular composition. Thus, for a loop like while x < y do x := x + 1, we can only infer the runtime bound |y|+|x| instead of |y−x|. Another limitation is that our size analysis only handles certain forms of local size bounds in nontrivial SCCs of the RVG. For that reason, it often overapproximates the sizes of variables that are both incremented and decremented in the same loop. Due to all these imprecisions, our approach sometimes infers bounds that are asymptotically larger than the actual asymptotic costs.
Thus, another interesting line of research for future work is to improve our core complexity analysis. For this, our TimeBounds procedure could be strengthened by combining it with recent advances in finding complexity bounds [Sinn et al. 2014] and by using recurrence solving. Furthermore, the precision of our analysis could be improved by using ideas from control-flow refinement (as those by Flores-Montoya and Hähnle [2014] ). Moreover, the techniques in the tool ABC [Blanc et al. 2010 ] could be invoked whenever our separated analysis from Section 6.2 proposes a subprogram whose shape is suitable for the specialized analysis of Blanc et al. [2010] . We are also interested in experimenting with Max-SMT solving to infer more precise PRFs, as this strategy has shown great promise for termination proving [Larraz et al. 2013] . Finally, similar to the coupling of COSTA with the tool KeY [Albert et al. 2011b] , we want to automatically certify the complexity bounds found by our implementation KoAT.
APPENDIX
A. PROOFS
In this section, we provide the proofs for all theorems in this article.
Remark 2.5 (Approximating rc). Let R be a runtime approximation for T . Then t∈T R(t) ≥ rc. PROOF. We have to show that ( t∈T (R(t))(m)) ≥ rc(m) holds for all m ∈ N n . We first regard the case where there is a valuation v 0 with v 0 ≤ m such that ( 0 , v 0 ) starts an infinite evaluation (thus, rc(m) = ω). Hence, there is some transition t ∈ T that is used infinitely often in this evaluation. Thus, we have (R(t))(m) = ω, and therefore ( t∈T (R(t))(m)) = ω.
Otherwise, it suffices to prove that for any v 0 with v 0 ≤ m and 
In Section 5, we generalized transitions to allow several target locations. Section 5.1 adapted the notions of complexity to such transitions, and Definition 5.2 correspondingly generalized the notion of PRFs from Definition 3.1. We now provide the proofs of soundness for Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 for these generalized notions of transitions and PRFs. THEOREM 3.3 (COMPLEXITIES FROM PRFS). Let R be a runtime approximation and Pol be a PRF for T . Let R (t) = [Pol( 0 )] for all t ∈ T and R (t) = R(t) for all other t ∈ T . Then, R is also a runtime approximation.
for all t ∈ T and m ∈ N n , it obviously suffices to show that
holds for all t ∈ T and m ∈ N n . To this end, let v 0 be a valuation with v 0 ≤ m and consider a (finite or infinite) evaluation of the form
where k ∈ N ∪ {ω} steps are performed with the transition t. In the following, we also write 0,1 for 0 , p 0 = 1, and v 0,1 = v 0 .
Our goal is to show that [Pol( 0 )](m) ≥ k holds. This is trivial for the case k = 0, as [Pol ( 0 )] only has nonnegative coefficients. Thus, we now consider the case where k > 0.
Since Pol is a PRF for T , we have
Thus, we obtain max{0, (Pol ( 0 )
is an upper bound on the number of evaluation steps with the transition t. This implies that
In the following theorem, for any location , let T be the multiset of all transitions (˜ ,τ , P) ∈ T \ T with ∈ P. Here, (˜ ,τ , P) is contained k times in T if and only if is contained k times in P. Moreover, let L = { | T = ∅ ∧ ∃P . ( , τ, P ) ∈ T } contain all entry locations of T . THEOREM 3.6 (TimeBounds). Let (R, S) be a complexity approximation, let T ⊆ T such that T contains no initial transitions, and let Pol be a PRF for
for all t ∈ T and m ∈ N n , similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3, it suffices to show that for all t ∈ T and m ∈ N n , we have
To this end, let v 0 again be a valuation with v 0 ≤ m and consider a (finite or infinite) evaluation starting with the configuration {( 0 , v 0 )} where k ∈ N ∪ {ω} steps are performed with the transition t. The goal now is to show that
As in the proof of Theorem 3.3, this is trivial for k = 0. Thus, we now consider the case where k > 0.
For any set of transitions T , let → T = t∈T → t and let → + T denote the transitive closure of → T . Then, we can represent the considered evaluation as
where in the corresponding evaluation tree, for all i, j the outgoing edges of (ˆ i, j ,v i, j ) are labeled by transitions from T and the outgoing edges of ( i, j , v i, j ) are labeled by transitions from T \ T . Now we have to investigate how often the transition t is used in the evaluation (1). Since t ∈ T , it can only be used in sequences of the form
As in the proof of Theorem 3.3, one can show that
is an upper bound on the number of times the transition t is used in the sequence (2). For all j ∈ {1, . . . ,p i }, let the edge in the evaluation tree reaching ( 
is an upper bound on the number of times the transition t is used in the sequence (2).
It remains to examine how often a sequence like (2) can occur in the full evaluation (1). As observed earlier, the edge reaching (ˆ i, j ,v i, j ) in the evaluation tree is always labeled by somet i, j ∈ Tˆ i, j . Note that by defining T as a multiset, we take into account that the same transitiont i, j might give rise to multiple subconfigurations with the same locationˆ i, j . Thus, a sequence like (2) cannot occur more often than the transitions in Tˆ i, j . Note that eacht i, j can occur at most (R(t i, j )) (m) times in evaluations. As discussed previously, in every T -sequence (2), the transition t can be applied at most
Thus, an upper bound for the number k of applications of t in the overall sequence (1) is
To ease readability, we present the proofs for Theorems 4.6 and 4.15 only for transitions with single target locations. Their extension to transitions with multiple target holds for all m ∈ N n . To this end, we now fix m to an arbitrary value and consider a fixed valuation v 0 ≤ m and a fixed evaluation
Our goal is to show that (S (r, w )) (m) ≥ |v(w)|.
For any transition t ∈ T , let k t be the number of times that the transition t was used in the evaluation (4). To simplify the remaining proof, we define the following values:
Then, we prove the following claim:
Note that Theorem 4.15 follows from the claim (5), as (R(t))(m) ≥ k t holds by definition of k t . Let γ = |r, w |. The only interesting case is if γ ∈ C. Then, we have
We prove the claim (5) by induction on the length of the evaluation (4). Intuitively, we show that we correctly approximate the effect of the last transition step r on the size of the value obtained so far (which in turn is captured by the induction hypothesis).
Note that r cannot be an initial transition, as there are no transitions leading back to the initial location 0 (i.e., then γ = |r, w | would not be contained in a nontrivial SCC C of the RVG). Thus, the reduction (4) has the form
for some transitionr ∈ pre(r). In the induction step, we perform a case analysis depending on the class of the local size bound S l (γ ). As the induction hypothesis, we assume that (5) holds for the evaluation leading up to (˜ ,ṽ).
Although (6) describes the local effect of the transition r (i.e., of the last step in the evaluation (4)), we now have to estimate the sizes of the input variables u 1 , . . . , u n of r.
Thus, for each v i ∈ V, we have to find a bound on its size after the application of the transitionr that precedes r. If |r, v i | is also a result variable of the SCC C (i.e., |r, v i | ∈ C), then the induction hypothesis implies that the claim (5) also holds for the shorter reduction from ( 0 , v 0 ) to (˜ ,ṽ) . In other words, we have d ≥ |ṽ(v i )|. Of course, one might even obtain a more precise bound than d, as one could replace k r by k r −1 now. However, the bound d ≥ |ṽ(v i )| is already sufficient for our purpose.
If Case 2: γ ∈ \ . = Now for all u 1 , . . . , u n ∈ N, we have d γ + max{u 1 , . . . , u n } ≥ (S l (γ )) (u 1 , . . . , u n ).
Again, we have to estimate the sizes of the input variables u 1 , . . . , u n -that is, we have to find a bound on the size of each v i ∈ V after the application of the transitionr that precedes r. If |r, v i | ∈ C, then the induction hypothesis implies that (5) also holds for the reduction from ( 0 , v 0 ) to (˜ ,ṽ). Let 
The reason for using "k r − 1" in d is that the last application of the transition r in the evaluation (4) Case 3: γ ∈× \ Now for all u 1 , . . . , u n ∈ N, we have s γ · (e γ + u 1 + · · · + u n ) ≥ S l (γ ) (u 1 , . . . , u n ).
-If t ∈ T , we write the following:
. Thus, here a transition is "split up," corresponding to the constraints imposed on the SRF. In the last child F {( p , v )}, we also keep the pairs F that were not altered by the transition.
-If t ∈ T \ T , we write . Thus, here a transition is just taken as such and not split up. Now we consider each (maximal) path from the root of this tree individually. Such a path has the shape {( 0 , v 0 )} → t 0 { ( 1,1 , v 1,1 ) , . . . , ( 1, p 1 , v 1, p 1 )} → t 1 { ( 2,1 , v 2,1 ) , . . . , ( 2, p 2 , v 2, p 2 )} → t 2 . . . , where h ∈ N ∪ {ω} steps are performed with the transition t. In the following, we also write 0,1 for 0 , p 0 = 1, and v 0,1 = v 0 .
Since Pol is a SRF for T , we have By construction of the tree, the tree can only branch with degree ≥ 2 if a transition t ∈ T is used. For all of those (finite or infinite) paths F 1 → F 2 → . . . of the tree where all edges are labeled by transitions from T \ T , we collapse the path to the single node F 1 . Then, we get a finite tree whose inner nodes are the nodes that have an outgoing edge labeled by a transition from T . We want to count these inner nodes because their number corresponds to the number of steps with transitions from T in the original evaluation.
Let b be the maximum arity of P for the transitions ( , τ, P) ∈ T . Note that b is an upper bound on the branching factor in the collapsed tree. As the height of the collapsed tree is bounded by h, it has at most PROOF. Let m be arbitrary but fixed. We consider an evaluation
for some v 0 ≤ m. To prove the theorem, it suffices to show that Let T 0 consist of all initial transitions from T , and for any transition t ∈ T , let k t ∈ N∪{ω} be the number of → t -steps in our evaluation. For any i > 0, letĩ < i be the step where the subconfiguration ( i , v i ) was introduced-thus, the edge reaching ( i , v i ) is labeled by t˜i in the evaluation tree corresponding to (10). In other words, for every i > 0, there is anĩ < i such that t˜i ∈ pre(t i ) and v˜i, v i satisfies the formula of t˜i. Thus, {( 0 , v 0 )} → * F˜i and ( ĩ , v˜i) ∈ F˜i implies that (S(t˜i, v ))(m) ≥ v i (v) for all v ∈ V. Thus, we obtain t∈T (C (T ,M) (t))(m) = t∈T 0 (R(t))(m) · (M(t))(m)+ t∈T \T 0 (R(t))(m) · max{(M(t))((S (t, v 1 ) )(m), . . . , (S(t, v n ))(m)) |t ∈ pre(t)} ≥ (M(t 0 ))(m) + t∈T \T 0 k t · max{(M(t))((S(t, v 1 ))(m), . . . , (S(t, v n ))(m)) |t ∈ pre(t)} ≥ (M(t 0 ))(m) + PROOF. We only prove cc (T \L ,M \L ) ≥ cc (T ,M) (the claim that (R \L , S \L ) is a complexity approximation for T \L is straightforward). Consider an evaluation in the program T . For the proof, we transform this evaluation to a corresponding evaluation in the Lreduced program T \L . Here, we replace parts of the evaluation that make use of T L by corresponding evaluation steps with T \L . We then show that the cost of the replaced evaluation steps with T L is bounded by the cost of the newly introduced evaluation steps with T \L . Of course, this observation is trivial if the original evaluation in T never reaches locations from L , because then all transitions used in the original evaluation are also contained in T \L .
Otherwise, we regard the corresponding evaluation tree and consider a maximal subtree whose edges are labeled with transitions from T L . Let ( 1 , v 1 ) be the root of this subtree where 1 ∈ L . As the start location is not contained in L , ( 1 , v 1 ) has a parent node ( , v) with / ∈ L , and the edge from ( , v) to ( 1 , v 1 ) is labeled by a transition ( , τ, P) ∈ T →L . To transform the current evaluation tree with respect to T to an evaluation tree with respect to T \L , we replace the label ( , τ, P) on the edges from ( , v) to its children by the transition ( , τ, (P \ L ) ∪ { →L }). Note that the cost for this transition is at least as high as the cost of the original transition ( , τ, P) . Moreover, whenever ( , v) has a child node ( , v ) with ∈ L , then we replace that child node by ( →L , v ). The child nodes ( , v ) with / ∈ L are not modified. Thus, in particular, ( 1 , v 1 ) is replaced by ( →L , v 1 ). 
